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Free ebook Contracts cases and commentaries (2023)
updated in a new 9th edition this casebook explores civil liberty problems through a study of leading judicial decisions it offers a reasonable sample of cases across a broad spectrum of rights and
liberties this book introduces groups of featured cases with in depth commentaries that set the specific historical legal context of which they are a part allowing readers to examine significant portions
of court opinions including major arguments from majority concurring and dissenting opinions extensive commentary is supplemented by a wealth of additional material extracts from cases and
legislation comprehensive citation of academic writings challenging questions and detailed notes which will help students and practitioners to understand the significance of the cases other materials
special 108 from 4 12 06 15 12 06 this book provides a mainstream selection of cases on tort together with statutes linked by commentary the commentary places the extracts in context and points to
other cases for contrast and comparison the decisions presented in the book are helpfully accompanied by short introductions setting out the circumstances of each case and brief commentaries on the
importance of the decision and principles illustrated book jacket criminal law cases and commentary is designed to help law students to understand the fundamental rules principles and policy
considerations that govern the criminal law in ireland central topics of administrative law are covered including theory constitutional background rules and rule making and access to information
media law is engaging and accessible introduction to the dynamic area of media law it examines the basic principles of the substantive areas of law affecting the practice of contemporary media
organisations including defamation invasion of privacy and freedom of information this book presents ten cases conducted by carl rogers eight of which are fully transcribed featuring critical
commentaries by notable psychotherapists the book affords readers the opportunity to read unedited case material by this pioneering though often overlooked client centered therapist and to compare
the responses of therapists from diverse orientations the cases included represent rogers s work over a 40 year period with clients ranging from schizophrenic to well functioning contributing authors
who include practitioners of psychoanalytic cognitive behavioral gestalt existential and spiritual models of psychotherapy as well as client centered approaches comment on the strengths and
weaknesses of rogers s approach to each case as well as his theoretical assumptions in all the volume both honors rogers s memory and demystifies his contributions to the field this book will be of
interest to all psychotherapy providers including psychologists social workers counselors psychiatrists and psychiatric nurses it will serve as a text for introductory courses in counseling and
psychotherapy comparative psychotherapy history and systems of psychotherapy humanistic psychology and client centered therapy janis noyes and sadat on international law presents this complex
subject in an authoritative and well written casebook the book introduces the history and nature of international law and its sources treaties custom general principles jus cogens and equity it explains
how international law is applied in u s courts and in international arbitration and adjudication the book addresses many of the key settings in which international law plays a critical role international
human rights the recognition and succession of states and governments international and non governmental organizations war and peace the law of the sea and inter state judicial relations the book s
materials largely domestic and international judicial decisions are both sophisticated and teachable the perfect introductory casebook for any u s law school published to supplement luntz hambly
burns dietrich and foster torts cases and commentary it covers the additional torts of defamation conversion detinue and trespass to goods each chapter follows the style of the principal text to deliver
a critical and analytical approach to the law relating to these torts presented through extensive commentary and selected materials from case decisions legislation and academic writings detailed notes
assist students and practitioners to understand the significance of the key cases while questions stimulate critical thinking and learning discussion of and excerpts from important cases and statutes
are provided while current and emerging issues in tort law reform are discussed many additional references to the academic literature are also supplied the work can be used in combination with the
principal text or as a standalone resource the supplement will be essential reading for students in both core and advanced torts units while practitioners will find it an authoritative resource features
complements torts cases commentary to provide full coverage of topics in torts course workcombination of primary materials and comprehensive analysis enables in depth understanding of the subject
area authoritative authorship provides a critical and analytical approach to these topics this time honored text casebook explores civil liberty problems through a study of leading judicial decisions
drawn mostly from the u s supreme court civil liberties and the constitution cases and commentaries seventh edition provides readers with an overall assessment of the political social context in which
the formulation and implementation of civil liberties policies take place in addition the authors work to promote a general rather than technically legal understanding of the issues involved in an effort
to make the material accessible to everyone especially those with limited knowledge of the legal system content highlights allows readers to examine significant portions of court opinions including
major arguments from majority concurring and dissenting opinions expands the introductory chapter to paint a fuller picture of various factors and forums that constitute the overall contextual
framework in which ongoing battles over civil rights and liberties are fought includes a new section on the nature and operation of the supreme court with particular emphasis on the nature and
dynamics of judicial election and judicial decision making and introduces groups of featured cases with in depth commentaries that set specific historical legal contexts and demonstrate clearly the
changes and continuity in legal doctrines particularly judicial policies this book is a complete unchanged reprint of chapters 6 13 of saltzburg capra american criminal procedure 10th ed 2013 the new
edition of the hardcover text contains detailed commentary highlighted treatment of selected lower court cases and full consideration of supreme court cases the book examines how the related
disorders of burnout anxiety depression and addiction can lead to suicide and explores the influence of gender culture aging and personal resilience on outcomes in addition it investigates ways to
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mitigate the impact of these factors to improve physician health and well being this supplement brings the principal text current with recent developments in the law using extensive and novel new
research this book explores one of the long standing challenges in legal education the prospects for bringing legal theory into the training of future lawyers text cases and commentary on the hong
kong legal system covers all the topics encompassed in the syllabus for hong kong legal system as required for the hong kong conversion examination for pcll admission starting with an overview of
hong kong legal history the book provides a detailed description of the hong kong legal system and the basic primary source materials that underpin the subject regular commentary is provided on
these primary materials the book ends with an introduction to legal research in hong kong intended primarily for those who have studied law outside hong kong this book is ideal for those intending to
take the pre pcll conversion examination especially those preparing by self study however with the inclusion of a wide range of thought provoking readings it should also be of interest to general
academic and legal readers who wish to have a deeper understanding of how law operates in hong kong the development of hong kong s unique political experiment one country two systems should
also be of concern to all those with an interest in comparative legal studies and in the interface between law and politics
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updated in a new 9th edition this casebook explores civil liberty problems through a study of leading judicial decisions it offers a reasonable sample of cases across a broad spectrum of rights and
liberties this book introduces groups of featured cases with in depth commentaries that set the specific historical legal context of which they are a part allowing readers to examine significant portions
of court opinions including major arguments from majority concurring and dissenting opinions
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extensive commentary is supplemented by a wealth of additional material extracts from cases and legislation comprehensive citation of academic writings challenging questions and detailed notes
which will help students and practitioners to understand the significance of the cases other materials special 108 from 4 12 06 15 12 06
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this book provides a mainstream selection of cases on tort together with statutes linked by commentary the commentary places the extracts in context and points to other cases for contrast and
comparison
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the decisions presented in the book are helpfully accompanied by short introductions setting out the circumstances of each case and brief commentaries on the importance of the decision and
principles illustrated book jacket
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criminal law cases and commentary is designed to help law students to understand the fundamental rules principles and policy considerations that govern the criminal law in ireland
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central topics of administrative law are covered including theory constitutional background rules and rule making and access to information
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media law is engaging and accessible introduction to the dynamic area of media law it examines the basic principles of the substantive areas of law affecting the practice of contemporary media
organisations including defamation invasion of privacy and freedom of information
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this book presents ten cases conducted by carl rogers eight of which are fully transcribed featuring critical commentaries by notable psychotherapists the book affords readers the opportunity to read
unedited case material by this pioneering though often overlooked client centered therapist and to compare the responses of therapists from diverse orientations the cases included represent rogers s
work over a 40 year period with clients ranging from schizophrenic to well functioning contributing authors who include practitioners of psychoanalytic cognitive behavioral gestalt existential and
spiritual models of psychotherapy as well as client centered approaches comment on the strengths and weaknesses of rogers s approach to each case as well as his theoretical assumptions in all the
volume both honors rogers s memory and demystifies his contributions to the field this book will be of interest to all psychotherapy providers including psychologists social workers counselors
psychiatrists and psychiatric nurses it will serve as a text for introductory courses in counseling and psychotherapy comparative psychotherapy history and systems of psychotherapy humanistic
psychology and client centered therapy
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janis noyes and sadat on international law presents this complex subject in an authoritative and well written casebook the book introduces the history and nature of international law and its sources
treaties custom general principles jus cogens and equity it explains how international law is applied in u s courts and in international arbitration and adjudication the book addresses many of the key
settings in which international law plays a critical role international human rights the recognition and succession of states and governments international and non governmental organizations war and
peace the law of the sea and inter state judicial relations the book s materials largely domestic and international judicial decisions are both sophisticated and teachable the perfect introductory
casebook for any u s law school
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published to supplement luntz hambly burns dietrich and foster torts cases and commentary it covers the additional torts of defamation conversion detinue and trespass to goods each chapter follows
the style of the principal text to deliver a critical and analytical approach to the law relating to these torts presented through extensive commentary and selected materials from case decisions
legislation and academic writings detailed notes assist students and practitioners to understand the significance of the key cases while questions stimulate critical thinking and learning discussion of
and excerpts from important cases and statutes are provided while current and emerging issues in tort law reform are discussed many additional references to the academic literature are also supplied



the work can be used in combination with the principal text or as a standalone resource the supplement will be essential reading for students in both core and advanced torts units while practitioners
will find it an authoritative resource features complements torts cases commentary to provide full coverage of topics in torts course workcombination of primary materials and comprehensive analysis
enables in depth understanding of the subject area authoritative authorship provides a critical and analytical approach to these topics
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this time honored text casebook explores civil liberty problems through a study of leading judicial decisions drawn mostly from the u s supreme court civil liberties and the constitution cases and
commentaries seventh edition provides readers with an overall assessment of the political social context in which the formulation and implementation of civil liberties policies take place in addition the
authors work to promote a general rather than technically legal understanding of the issues involved in an effort to make the material accessible to everyone especially those with limited knowledge of
the legal system content highlights allows readers to examine significant portions of court opinions including major arguments from majority concurring and dissenting opinions expands the
introductory chapter to paint a fuller picture of various factors and forums that constitute the overall contextual framework in which ongoing battles over civil rights and liberties are fought includes a
new section on the nature and operation of the supreme court with particular emphasis on the nature and dynamics of judicial election and judicial decision making and introduces groups of featured
cases with in depth commentaries that set specific historical legal contexts and demonstrate clearly the changes and continuity in legal doctrines particularly judicial policies
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this book is a complete unchanged reprint of chapters 6 13 of saltzburg capra american criminal procedure 10th ed 2013 the new edition of the hardcover text contains detailed commentary
highlighted treatment of selected lower court cases and full consideration of supreme court cases
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the book examines how the related disorders of burnout anxiety depression and addiction can lead to suicide and explores the influence of gender culture aging and personal resilience on outcomes in
addition it investigates ways to mitigate the impact of these factors to improve physician health and well being
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this supplement brings the principal text current with recent developments in the law
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using extensive and novel new research this book explores one of the long standing challenges in legal education the prospects for bringing legal theory into the training of future lawyers
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text cases and commentary on the hong kong legal system covers all the topics encompassed in the syllabus for hong kong legal system as required for the hong kong conversion examination for pcll
admission starting with an overview of hong kong legal history the book provides a detailed description of the hong kong legal system and the basic primary source materials that underpin the subject
regular commentary is provided on these primary materials the book ends with an introduction to legal research in hong kong intended primarily for those who have studied law outside hong kong this
book is ideal for those intending to take the pre pcll conversion examination especially those preparing by self study however with the inclusion of a wide range of thought provoking readings it should
also be of interest to general academic and legal readers who wish to have a deeper understanding of how law operates in hong kong the development of hong kong s unique political experiment one
country two systems should also be of concern to all those with an interest in comparative legal studies and in the interface between law and politics
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